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so                                                                              
good morning ladies and gentlemen it's                                          
friday welcome to ask the theologian                                            
every time i say that i think of paul                                           
harvey remember good morning americans                                          
it's friday and                                                                 
now the rest of the news we're glad                                             
you're here                                                                     
the news is look you can even see it                                            
it's coming along it's coming along                                             
there's and look forward to                                                     
uh doing just that let's uh                                                     
jump into your questions                                                        
that are uh here today and                                                      
um we are going to start out with dr tom                                        
in cambodia and uh                                                              
he says i've noticed that calvinists                                            
like to use the phrase                                                          
for the sake of his name                                                        
clearly they're wrong in their                                                  
understanding of who can be saved                                               
so what is this name thing all                                                  
about you know i think the the                                                  
calvinists                                                                      
uh and i partly appreciate this                                                 
and yet i think they have uh                                                    
failed to use the whole council of god                                          
what i appreciate                                                               
i started a lefty off and a half a                                              
sentence there                                                                  
the calvinists so focus                                                         
on the glory of god and that's really                                           
married to the sovereignty of god and                                           
i think this little phrase for the sake                                         
of his name                                                                     
has to do with god's glory for the                                              
calvinist                                                                       
everything is about god's glory                                                 
now again there's part of me that                                               
appreciates that                                                                
uh because uh in a sense uh                                                     
everything is headed toward the glory of                                        
god                                                                             
but because of that because they are                                            
uh again i don't know that this is the                                          
best way to put it but they are                                                 
fixated upon the glory of god for the                                           
sake of his name                                                                
which i think is the same thing as                                              
saying for the sake of his glory                                                
they're so fixated on that that they say                                        
that this fellow over here was damned to                                        
eternity in hell                                                                
for the sake of his name this fellow                                            
over here was uh                                                                
uh he was sentenced by god to have his                                          
leg blown off in afghanistan and then                                           



to lose his marriage and then to die of                                         
a very horrid cancer death all for the                                          
glory of god                                                                    
i just think that's sickening i think                                           
it's a perversion of the glory of god                                           
i think that it is an excuse on a                                               
calvinist part not to actually really                                           
get into                                                                        
and study the scripture and see where                                           
the guy's uh you know leg getting blown                                         
off in afghanistan                                                              
where that comes in now i use that                                              
illustration of the leg in afghanistan                                          
because uh                                                                      
who is it the guy that writes for the                                           
gospel coalition which has nothing to do                                        
with the gospel is just a coalition                                             
uh and um                                                                       
i'll think of his name in a moment uh                                           
very                                                                            
uh well-known among young calvinists                                            
he's a young calvinist                                                          
preacher he says everything absolutely                                          
everything comes directly from the hand                                         
of god                                                                          
even the soldier who gets his leg blown                                         
off in                                                                          
afghanistan every uh cancer diagnosis                                           
every downturn in the stock market i                                            
don't know why not the upturns but                                              
every downturn i mean every conceivable                                         
thing                                                                           
that means god performs every abortion                                          
god tears down every statue god burns                                           
every building                                                                  
god uh is the the the marxists                                                  
uh that uh kill people by the millions                                          
it's a disgusting kind of thing                                                 
because they don't want to dig in and                                           
say                                                                             
okay where where does evil really come                                          
from what is the issue with                                                     
evil in our world today there is evil in                                        
our world                                                                       
is it for the sake of his name no evil                                          
is for the sake of the devil evil is the                                        
work of the devil                                                               
evil is not planned of god god has not                                          
ordained absolutely everything that has                                         
has happened there is a natural world                                           
and a natural order that god in his                                             
sovereignty is okay with he's big enough                                        
for that the calvinists have a                                                  
very small god and yet they claim                                               
it's all for the sake of his name                                               
it's all for the sake of his glory glory                                        
that has to fit in the box that i can                                           
comprehend and i can get my hand around                                         
i i think that uh this this                                                     
what's this name thing all about is the                                         
question i really do think it has to do                                         
with                                                                            



uh sovereignty and glory because for the                                        
calvinist mind                                                                  
everything has to do with sovereignty                                           
and glory now                                                                   
i think that again ultimately you could                                         
argue                                                                           
that the world is headed toward                                                 
the glory of god and the restoration of                                         
all things is for his glory                                                     
and all things are going to be restored                                         
but the calvinist totally glosses                                               
over that restoration of all things                                             
that is going to take place in the                                              
kingdom because very few calvinists                                             
there are                                                                       
some dispensational calvinists also                                             
known as confused                                                               
but the uh very few calvinists                                                  
believe in a millennium they're mostly                                          
amillennialists                                                                 
uh and so again they gloss over                                                 
all of the little details of life and                                           
they hide it                                                                    
under this blanket called for the sake                                          
of his name                                                                     
now uh i i say that let me uh just add                                          
one little                                                                      
piece of info here and that is to say                                           
that perhaps dr tom has something                                               
specific in mind in some conversation                                           
that uh he was in                                                               
i found a lot of questions usually                                              
relate to uh you know something i heard                                         
the other day or something someone said                                         
and i i'm not always privy to that and                                          
so don't always                                                                 
hit that on the targets there but                                               
uh i appreciate uh                                                              
there let's see michael and                                                     
everything everything                                                           
has to have a biblical standard or man                                          
will do what is right in his own eyes as                                        
we've seen already                                                              
with who can marry i prefer to hold                                             
everything to a biblical standard this                                          
is a comment that                                                               
came up here and uh also related as                                             
michael and ronda says thank you                                                
you persuaded me that the bride is                                              
israel uh eve was given away by her                                             
father                                                                          
uh appreciate uh that and                                                       
uh my system here picked up part of that                                        
but uh let's do speak to                                                        
this issue of everything has a biblical                                         
standard                                                                        
and uh pardon me my little chat admin is                                        
there okay it's back uh                                                         
everything has a big biblical standard                                          
or a man will do what is right in his                                           
own eyes as we've seen                                                          
you know uh i think                                                             



that if we go                                                                   
by a biblical standard the                                                      
ideal is that everyone does what is                                             
right in his own eyes                                                           
as long as his own eyes are looking at                                          
the scripture                                                                   
and this is where we discussed this uh                                          
couple yesterday the day before on a                                            
different topic                                                                 
but this is where i think the book of                                           
judges actually is a little bit of                                              
commendation not condemnation but                                               
commendation                                                                    
saying everything everyone did what was                                         
right in their own eyes                                                         
that is called freedom individual                                               
personal                                                                        
liberties freedom doing what is right in                                        
your own eyes now                                                               
that works so long as                                                           
everyone has a biblical standard i think                                        
even our founding fathers understood                                            
this our founding fathers of course did                                         
not live in a day of public education                                           
that was uh                                                                     
invented later and has not really been a                                        
good thing for our society i think we                                           
could argue                                                                     
and it was a day in which the founding                                          
fathers and                                                                     
and so much of society recognized                                               
that in order to know anything you need                                         
to know the scriptures                                                          
and therefore in order to know anything                                         
you need to know greek and hebrew                                               
it was very common in the early days of                                         
our country                                                                     
uh 16 1700s even into the 1800s                                                 
very common that any education i mean                                           
even on an 8th grade level                                                      
contained the learning of greek and                                             
hebrew                                                                          
because there was the understanding that                                        
we've got to know                                                               
our values and our values                                                       
come from the word of god now even today                                        
if we had a society which                                                       
had biblical values a society which                                             
rightly divided the word of truth                                               
there's not much of that going on but if                                        
we had that society                                                             
then there really would be very little                                          
need                                                                            
for government and certainly not for big                                        
government                                                                      
as a matter of fact uh you know                                                 
there is uh the defund the police                                               
movement which is absolutely ridiculous                                         
and the reason it's ridiculous is                                               
because we don't live in a society                                              
in which there is a similarity of values                                        
uh among the populous and it is a                                               



post-modern society or you might say a                                          
post-christian society                                                          
which does not believe there's any                                              
absolute truth                                                                  
and with no absolute truth everything is                                        
in the moment                                                                   
and if everything is in the moment and                                          
there's no absolute truth                                                       
uh then we better have something to                                             
at least protect my life and my property                                        
and yours as well                                                               
and the best we can do in our society                                           
right now                                                                       
is to say the law of the land                                                   
duly uh duly legislated                                                         
ordinances of the land that is you know                                         
you had a bill and it went to a                                                 
committee and the                                                               
congress um in the house uh of                                                  
representatives whatever in your state                                          
uh uh the lower body in the upper body                                          
they discussed these things they voted                                          
on them the governor signed them put                                            
them into law                                                                   
those those are for today                                                       
the standards there's way too many of                                           
them                                                                            
one of the reasons there's way too many                                         
of them is because we left the word of                                          
god                                                                             
when we left the word of god then we                                            
started having to make                                                          
laws about everything and once                                                  
a lawmaker learns hey i can                                                     
i can write a bill and then it can                                              
become a law and it goes and becomes                                            
kind of heady and they just keep doing                                          
and they meet you know every year for 60                                        
days or whatever to do another law and                                          
another law and another and then another                                        
in another law                                                                  
and i think i think texas one of the                                            
reasons that                                                                    
it has remained fairly this is going                                            
away quickly though by the way you texas                                        
that it has remained fairly friendly to                                         
the individual                                                                  
is because they only allow their                                                
legislature                                                                     
legislators to meet for 60 days                                                 
every other year very limited time they                                         
can get                                                                         
together to make laws because the texans                                        
said when they get down there to austin                                         
they're just going to work on messing up                                        
my life so let's just not let them go                                           
down there anymore                                                              
now i would i would say hey if you                                              
texans can figure out how to make that                                          
once every four years for 30 days                                               
you would even be better off uh make a                                          
four-year budget                                                                



never meet the budgets anyway they're                                           
always just dumb guesses in the dark                                            
make a four-year budget and uh have                                             
those laws let them go                                                          
every four years they get to go for 30                                          
days                                                                            
then they'll only take care of the stuff                                        
they really have to                                                             
and if we could keep uh the the u.s                                             
congress uh away from things for like                                           
the next seven years                                                            
uh maybe maybe we could at least have a                                         
status quo and say hey                                                          
we're going somewhere um just my                                                
thoughts on the on the uh issue there                                           
thank you                                                                       
uh for that uh let's see                                                        
um a question from                                                              
keith on facebook has to do with um john                                        
10 10 i believe it says how do you                                              
translate lazarus chapter 10 verse 10 i                                         
love that                                                                       
he's been he's been watching uh because                                         
it has been                                                                     
my contention along with some others                                            
that lazarus is a pretty good                                                   
uh um suggestion                                                                
for the authorship of the fourth gospel                                         
just                                                                            
just caught on with you keith that's                                            
very good how do you translate lazarus                                          
chapter 10 verse 10 well                                                        
the thief cometh not but for to steal                                           
and kill and destroy i am come                                                  
that they might have life and have it                                           
more abundantly uh                                                              
life i believe here is uh                                                       
very clear zoe life we see it right here                                        
the good shepherd giveth his life for                                           
the sheep                                                                       
uh i we we perhaps could                                                        
look into life and find some shade of a                                         
meaning where                                                                   
it doesn't mean you know your heart's                                           
beating and all those kind of things                                            
i think that life zoe zoological                                                
all of that let's take it for it's basic                                        
and again let's let the common the the                                          
plain sense makes                                                               
make common sense zoe life i'm come                                             
that their heart would keep beating now                                         
have it more abundantly how do you have                                         
a an abundant heartbeat                                                         
i suppose it would be long i suppose it                                         
would be                                                                        
forever i suppose that abundant                                                 
alive would be                                                                  
i'm not going to die that's what i would                                        
suppose                                                                         
now of course we've read lots of our own                                        
uh uh history here and poly parrot into                                         
it                                                                              



but let's take a look at the word                                               
abundantly now and                                                              
uh uh                                                                           
uh pere usas pere usas let's uh i tell                                          
you what first of all let's pull                                                
the strong's concordance on it                                                  
um uh peristalsis                                                               
excuse me i was pronouncing that wrong                                          
para sauce uh                                                                   
and it comes from 4012. let's go to that                                        
that is perry perry                                                             
has to do with uh                                                               
coming around the the perimeter                                                 
uh and let's                                                                    
uh let's see here number one down the                                           
bottom                                                                          
about concerning on account of because                                          
around or near                                                                  
so if you just take perry now this is                                           
not the word perry this is perry sauce                                          
uh but if you just take perry i'm come                                          
that they have                                                                  
might have life and have it around                                              
now perry sauce i think being an                                                
adjective                                                                       
let's uh back up here just a little bit                                         
uh yeah perry sauce is an adjective                                             
uh and                                                                          
that is it uh is describing                                                     
a noun and it's going to be                                                     
you've got this and then you've got                                             
uh around it you might say                                                      
i don't have a saucer here but i'll                                             
borrow the african violet uh                                                    
cup here there we go uh you might say                                           
i have the mug and i have the paris                                             
sauce that is                                                                   
beyond the mug now uh you fill the                                              
coffee up it                                                                    
uh overflows uh through it and you've                                           
got                                                                             
coffee more abundantly you've got                                               
coffee parasaurs                                                                
african violet water uh and                                                     
uh that uh is is is uh the                                                      
the idea of peris so                                                            
it's overflowing perhaps                                                        
uh could be the the term uh                                                     
but i think what it means is                                                    
whatever life is there                                                          
is that continued that                                                          
doesn't come to its end but it goes on                                          
i think then john 10 10 i am come that                                          
they may                                                                        
have life and have it more abundantly                                           
really does not                                                                 
mean that they might have life and                                              
it's going to be really zesty and fun                                           
and beautiful and every day with jesus                                          
is sweeter than the day before                                                  
i hope it is by the way i hope yours is                                         
i hope mine is                                                                  



and sometimes by the way the way to make                                        
it that is get you an african violet and                                        
say                                                                             
you know the world is terrible out there                                        
and                                                                             
so i'm going to shut off the news and                                           
i'm going to grow me an african violet                                          
and uh see if i can just at least enjoy                                         
the day and uh sometimes that's what we                                         
have to do but that's                                                           
i don't think that's the word in paris                                          
zoe parisov's life abundant                                                     
i don't think that it has anything to do                                        
with quality                                                                    
issues i think it has to do with                                                
quantity                                                                        
that is i've got coffee and it                                                  
overflowed into the mug                                                         
i've got extra i've got pear sauce i                                            
don't have my mug here                                                          
i would uh show you i i left it in the                                          
other room but i carry a big mug                                                
uh and uh and it doesn't have coffee in                                         
it                                                                              
either i'm not a coffee drinker uh but                                          
little diet coke is                                                             
nice every now and then                                                         
just made the health nuts uh worried and                                        
praying for me                                                                  
uh i shouldn't say health nuts those who                                        
are more concerned with health                                                  
uh life abundantly i think it means                                             
eternal life just like in john 3 16.                                            
i think it's a different way of saying                                          
eternal life                                                                    
let's uh check a couple of things here                                          
on abundantly let's now try to confirm                                          
see if we can find anything let's take                                          
this strong sword and look it up in the                                         
scripture                                                                       
and uh there's 20 times we won't go                                             
through                                                                         
all of them but let's uh just pick some                                         
at random                                                                       
let your communication be yay nay nay                                           
for whatsoever                                                                  
is more than these                                                              
cometh of evil so here it's                                                     
in the negative let it stop with yes                                            
or no it's not yes but                                                          
or no but uh it is just                                                         
yes stop right there so your                                                    
communication should be                                                         
yes not more abundantly no                                                      
not more abundantly yes or no not                                               
peris not leftovers to your yes or                                              
leftovers to your no                                                            
uh let's uh look at the next one and it                                         
says                                                                            
if you salute your brethren only what do                                        
ye                                                                              
more than others do not even the                                                



publicans do so                                                                 
again it's an it's a it's an extension                                          
of what you already had in the previous                                         
verse the extension of the yes or the                                           
extension of the no                                                             
says that's a no-no here uh if you                                              
salute your brethren only                                                       
that's what the publicans do your salute                                        
needs to go                                                                     
parasos beyond your brethren                                                    
um and uh let's see let's try                                                   
um the next one uh but uh                                                       
what what what yeah for to see a prophet                                        
yey i say                                                                       
unto you and more than a prophet                                                
so uh does this mean                                                            
that speaking of john the baptist that                                          
john the baptist is                                                             
uh a prophet with zest and gusto                                                
no uh abund he's not an abundant prophet                                        
prophet prophet more abundantly he                                              
prophesies more than the rest                                                   
no he means he is a prophet and                                                 
all the more even the forerunner so it's                                        
an extension of these uh things that                                            
uh go let me uh jump down the page here                                         
how about this one what                                                         
advantage hath the jew                                                          
the jew compared to the gentile here's                                          
what they've got                                                                
does the jew have more                                                          
it's an extension uh it goes beyond the                                         
boundaries it uh continues on                                                   
so i think uh the interpretation of                                             
lazarus chapter 10 verse 10                                                     
would be that uh                                                                
jesus has come let me uh come back to                                           
again john 10 10                                                                
the thief that is the devil came                                                
to steal and kill and destroy                                                   
that is to take our life away and indeed                                        
that's what uh he did our life and our                                          
dominion if you will                                                            
uh but i am come that they might have                                           
zoe and that it wouldn't end                                                    
the devil ends your life through                                                
sin death comes into the world you                                              
remember                                                                        
and so the devil put a a a a                                                    
a a dead end on life literally and the                                          
lord says                                                                       
i'm going to turn that dead end into an                                         
extension and i'm going to                                                      
let it go now does uh does the lord                                             
promise                                                                         
any kind of uh                                                                  
zest in life any kind of uh                                                     
fizz fizzle wonderful uh                                                        
you know barbecue every night does he                                           
promise this                                                                    
i i think that would go against so many                                         
things in the scripture                                                         



uh he promises that someday he is going                                         
to come and get us and for this we're                                           
grateful                                                                        
he promises that we're going to have                                            
life with him in heaven                                                         
away from the curse that is wonderful he                                        
promises that even as this earth                                                
goes he is going to pro to provide for                                          
every                                                                           
he is going to fulfill every promise                                            
given to the forefathers                                                        
of the jews he's going to provide that                                          
to the jewish people or to the                                                  
descendants of abraham                                                          
isaac and jacob and he promises that                                            
this world                                                                      
is going to provide but all that's into                                         
the future but here                                                             
he's not even talking about any of that                                         
here he's saying                                                                
i am come so that you could breathe                                             
forever                                                                         
so that uh death could be swallowed up                                          
in victory death could lose its sting                                           
that's why i am come uh and so i don't                                          
think it has anything to do with nor                                            
does it say anything about                                                      
whether or not there is                                                         
uh a a uh an excitement                                                         
to life is isn't                                                                
that's not not promised in the uh                                               
christian life i                                                                
do not believe uh thanks uh                                                     
for that uh let's go to                                                         
um see here um                                                                  
i am uh just a word for nathan who's                                            
controlling from the mountaintop                                                
my chat app's not working uh but a                                              
question from tony anyway                                                       
uh with the corona stuff going on they                                          
rescheduled my daughter's soccer tuna                                           
tournament to the weekend of the retreat                                        
is it possible to just buy the book                                             
here's what i would say yes first of all                                        
it's possible                                                                   
uh secondly for those of you                                                    
thinking about going to the retreat we                                          
do know that                                                                    
in today's world it is impossible to                                            
uh know what's going to happen                                                  
the day after tomorrow that's long-range                                        
planning                                                                        
so if we uh here's here's what i would                                          
say                                                                             
those of you who say i really want to go                                        
but i've got a conflict or i really want                                        
to go                                                                           
but i'm scared to commit yet                                                    
let me wait i would say you just wait                                           
till you can                                                                    
until you're comfortable and uh and then                                        
do it                                                                           



two days ahead of time send me an email                                         
or call me up say hey can i still get in                                        
and i'm going to call the hotel make                                            
sure that they can get you in and i'm                                           
going to call the                                                               
uh the theater make sure they can get it                                        
in then i'm gonna call you back and say                                         
yeah they got room for us                                                       
come on betsy let's do it uh and                                                
uh flipside someone comes along and says                                        
hey i signed up                                                                 
now things are not looking good things                                          
are bad i need to cancel                                                        
it's all good uh so uh so                                                       
i'm saying nobody uh nobody                                                     
don't don't say uh let's see what's the                                         
word                                                                            
don't say uh next year i'm going to go                                          
to such and such city and make a profit                                         
and uh if the lord wills we'll just see                                         
how this goes uh                                                                
as it uh carries out there                                                      
so i appreciate your desire there but                                           
the word                                                                        
is for those of you who cannot go uh to                                         
the retreat                                                                     
the book will be available the book i                                           
don't have any of those uh                                                      
with me uh some of you uh have some of                                          
the graphically presented books it'll be                                        
in the same way it's a chart book and                                           
has a place for notes of course the                                             
notes are a little bit different if                                             
you're not there in the conference                                              
setting                                                                         
and doing that but those will be                                                
available                                                                       
uh as well as i believe some um                                                 
uh recordings on those                                                          
uh from david what schools                                                      
teach traditional biblical                                                      
dispensationalism                                                               
uh                                                                              
the here's here's the baba there's                                              
there's two reasons i                                                           
am slow on an answer uh                                                         
one of those reasons is                                                         
because even within a school itself                                             
there's a lot of variance among the                                             
professors                                                                      
uh i think to some degree that's okay                                           
we you know whatever you know i                                                 
obviously i am trying to propagate                                              
what i believe is correct interpretation                                        
of scripture                                                                    
and rightly dividing the word of truth                                          
now                                                                             
uh i also believe you should question                                           
the assumptions                                                                 
and so i am not one that believes a                                             
school has to be                                                                
indoctrination uh                                                               



and so there's gonna be some variance                                           
within a particular school perhaps                                              
uh you could probably find uh some in                                           
which maybe                                                                     
uh some are very rigid in let's say                                             
acts 2 kind of dispensationalism and                                            
then there are some others                                                      
that you know sam i'm not so sure about                                         
that maybe it's more of a mid-axe uh                                            
maybe they're even friendly towards                                             
bullinger or whatever                                                           
and there's some variety within there                                           
but it's dispensational in the end                                              
uh if that school's out there i'd love                                          
to hear about it uh by the way                                                  
and see if there can be a respectful                                            
interaction academic interaction and i                                          
mean i mean real you know                                                       
academia unfortunately has become very                                          
close-minded this is true about almost                                          
everything i'd love to have a                                                   
conversation about the medical world                                            
someday and doctors and the                                                     
uh the the uh you just get on the                                               
conveyor belt and go through and they                                           
poke you when they're supposed to poke                                          
you and give you                                                                
this pill when they're supposed to and                                          
there's really no thought to it it's not                                        
medical practice anymore it is uh here's                                        
the medical standard                                                            
you got it next uh and                                                          
that's that's become true in so many                                            
areas i suppose it's true in law it's                                           
uh true in politics it's true in                                                
preaching                                                                       
uh it's uh true in medicine whatever                                            
so and in academia                                                              
they are especially close-minded                                                
which is an oxymoron isn't it                                                   
but when you say what schools teach                                             
traditional biblical dispensationalism                                          
the problem                                                                     
is that i don't think there is such a                                           
thing                                                                           
as traditional biblical                                                         
dispensationalism                                                               
because the problem is uh let's say                                             
okay traditional we're talking let's go                                         
there's a lot of writing in the late                                            
1800s to early 1900s                                                            
let's say 1890 to 1910 let's take that                                          
20-year period                                                                  
in which there's just a ton of great                                            
dispensational literature                                                       
by the way it's one of the things that                                          
we're wanting to                                                                
get that stuff out made available that's                                        
why we're                                                                       
uh venturing into this publishing                                               
ministry on on randy white ministries                                           
and some of you have been very generous                                         



for that and we appreciate uh                                                   
that uh uh regard and uh now we're i                                            
don't know forty 4 500                                                          
uh i think uh 45 to 5 000                                                       
away from our gold there and so thanks                                          
for all that but                                                                
1890 to 1910 can we call that                                                   
traditional biblical dispensationalism                                          
well then the                                                                   
problem is that uh sir robert anderson                                          
wrote during that time                                                          
bollinger wrote during that time uh                                             
schofield wrote in that time                                                    
f w grant wrote in that time uh                                                 
gabellian                                                                       
frank gebellin you know he was a few                                            
years after that uh wrote                                                       
you know uh he was the uh the child of                                          
those anyway                                                                    
during that time and all of them                                                
uh wrote                                                                        
um differently                                                                  
so which one is traditional you know is                                         
it scofield                                                                     
yeah scofield he's traditional why                                              
because he sold more copies                                                     
well even schofield i have had this                                             
conversation with someone yesterday i                                           
believe was on uh                                                               
on a social media post schofield at                                             
times                                                                           
looks like you know he's a mid-axe                                              
dispensationalist                                                               
at other times schofield reads                                                  
exactly like an acts 2 dispensationalist                                        
now                                                                             
i think personally we ought to put it                                           
all on the table                                                                
and say let's go to the scripture let's                                         
let the scripture speak                                                         
let's let the scripture say what it says                                        
now if                                                                          
then there is a school out there that                                           
teaches the bible literally                                                     
grammatically historically that is                                              
it's it's not inundated by                                                      
the as dr tom says here talking about                                           
the medical world uh treatment                                                  
guidelines are a problem                                                        
uh treatment guidelines are that thing                                          
that says the                                                                   
when the kid gets here you poke them                                            
there and you send them on when the                                             
adult comes to this point you stick them                                        
there and                                                                       
uh and uh here's the here here's the                                            
plan you know it's now time for this                                            
that whatever and the the the personhood                                        
has gone out of that                                                            
now if that's true in medicine it's true                                        
in                                                                              
in biblical education as well that                                              



it's the treatment guidelines that are                                          
guiding                                                                         
our interpretation of scripture i would                                         
love to see a school out there                                                  
that puts the treatment guidelines aside                                        
and said                                                                        
let's look at the patient let's see                                             
what's going on with the patient                                                
let's see if the patient is sick let's                                          
see if he's got any problems let's see                                          
what course is going on all these kind                                          
of things                                                                       
now with that then uh if                                                        
we could just come fresh to the book of                                         
job or the book of romans or whatever it                                        
is and                                                                          
read it for what it says                                                        
that would be a unbelievable                                                    
uh education now that uh                                                        
there's not much of that that goes on uh                                        
let me give you a few names that are                                            
worthy of                                                                       
looking into i would not                                                        
endorse any of these at this point                                              
because i haven't looked into them                                              
enough and                                                                      
and i know there's going to be some                                             
others as well that i'll unfortunately                                          
leave out                                                                       
but dispensational theological seminary                                         
uh                                                                              
is up in oregon uh and                                                          
uh very very small                                                              
little bible college or seminary                                                
actually it's on a postgraduate level                                           
dispensational theological seminary um                                          
and uh uh dr spurbag                                                            
from there has written our little book                                          
uh                                                                              
his little book that we published called                                        
rightly trained                                                                 
and it speaks about what you should get                                         
out of postgraduate education i think                                           
it's very valuable                                                              
uh for undergraduate education as well                                          
or even for someone who                                                         
you know knows someone going to seminary                                        
or whatever dispensational theological                                          
seminary                                                                        
uh grace school of the bible would would                                        
uh                                                                              
be one that again that's going to have a                                        
little bit more of a preconceived notion                                        
as it                                                                           
brings it in but dispensational                                                 
theological seminary is going to do that                                        
as well                                                                         
uh frontier school of the bible i hear                                          
good things about                                                               
and that's an undergraduate level                                               
i think they're trying to just teach the                                        
content of the bible                                                            



that's a very good thing uh chaffer                                             
seminary                                                                        
right down here in albuquerque again i                                          
think it's                                                                      
it's trying to teach students how to                                            
study the word of god                                                           
good thing i think all of those have                                            
probably their                                                                  
medical guidelines they're going by and                                         
i wish they didn't i would say                                                  
come on over to the taos theological                                            
seminary and let's study the bible                                              
together                                                                        
you know one of the things that                                                 
when i study the bible i                                                        
typically people ask me like you know                                           
what resources do you use                                                       
and i basically                                                                 
only use the scripture and things that                                          
help me                                                                         
understand the language and the                                                 
cross-references                                                                
i've said a number of times before i                                            
think you can do be a great student of                                          
the word                                                                        
with a king james bible a strong's                                              
concordance                                                                     
and a treasury of scripture knowledge                                           
and                                                                             
if let's say especially in a doctrinal                                          
passage                                                                         
if you will uh                                                                  
study that passage in the king james you                                        
will                                                                            
check all the scripture resources uh                                            
scripture references from the treasury                                          
of scripture knowledge                                                          
and follow those all the way through and                                        
sometimes you have to follow                                                    
second generation and third generation                                          
in those and so you can spend hours and                                         
hours and hours                                                                 
just on a single verse following all the                                        
scripture references                                                            
if you'll do that and you will then look                                        
in strong's concordance                                                         
in order to use the words or                                                    
uh see if i can reach down here there we                                        
go i got it uh                                                                  
this uh bollinger's critical lexicon                                            
uh in concordance to the english and                                            
greek new testament is much like a                                              
strong's concordance                                                            
uh you could use that as well so you                                            
just take                                                                       
uh every english word in there of                                               
substance                                                                       
uh maybe you got you know confess or                                            
justify or whatever                                                             
and you look it up in here and then you                                         
follow the scripture references on that                                         
you honestly those three things                                                 



you're going to understand                                                      
that passage of scripture far better                                            
than if you read a hundred commentaries                                         
if you read 100 commentaries you're                                             
going to get                                                                    
inundated with somebody's propaganda and                                        
all the stuff that's in there                                                   
so basically that's what i do i use                                             
bullinger uh in the companion bible                                             
chiefly because he's got great helps on                                         
on language uh language and outlines                                            
got wonderful things uh but the                                                 
companion bible is not really a                                                 
commentary uh i think if we see                                                 
uh let's go to uh lazarus chapter 10                                            
verse 10 uh and uh                                                              
you know right here uh                                                          
he he steals in order or he comes in                                            
order that                                                                      
uh and notice the polysittenden you can                                         
look in that                                                                    
i am come or i came tells you there's a                                         
little uh emphasis                                                              
on the pronoun here that uh                                                     
it is uh right here you see i                                                   
came it the uh the i is actually                                                
embedded                                                                        
in the verb right here because it's a                                           
first person singular so it has to be i                                         
so that he didn't need to say i so why                                          
does he say i                                                                   
came why because he's saying i                                                  
emphasized right there that's what                                              
that's uh this font right                                                       
right here means i i myself                                                     
not anybody else came uh                                                        
in order that life greek                                                        
is zoe he has an appendix on it zoe                                             
life and see note on one                                                        
four uh might may more abundantly                                               
life life in abundance it didn't do you                                         
notice that's not a commentary he                                               
doesn't say much he gives some                                                  
helps and he sends you on now you take                                          
those things and you                                                            
you study those you come out wonderful                                          
the problem is                                                                  
that bible colleges and seminaries                                              
unfortunately don't do that                                                     
bible colleges and seminaries teach you                                         
systematic theology                                                             
which is someone else's system and then                                         
they apply that in ethics classes and                                           
church growth classes and all these                                             
other kind of things that                                                       
take place and you know how to counsel                                          
uh how to                                                                       
uh how to how to run a building program                                         
how to how to pass out the                                                      
denominational brochure                                                         
that's that's what they the the the big                                         
box seminaries do anyway                                                        



and it's uh it's it's is                                                        
uh sad and unfortunate that that is uh                                          
what takes place unfortunately                                                  
your question there                                                             
uh and uh                                                                       
from bev up in saint croix county                                               
wisconsin in acts 7                                                             
some heard the voice that spoke to saul                                         
but in acts 22 9                                                                
the let's see acts                                                              
22 verse 9                                                                      
and they that were with me saw the light                                        
and they were afraid but they heard not                                         
the voice let me just                                                           
show you've got my uh as i mentioned                                            
uh here treasury of scripture knowledge                                         
and let's take that to acts chapter 22                                          
verse 9.                                                                        
and they saw here's a couple of                                                 
scripture references but                                                        
they heard not the voice now here's what                                        
we want to check                                                                
now he doesn't go back to                                                       
acts 7 which is what i wanted him to do                                         
he doesn't he gives us a couple                                                 
other uh references like john 12 29 the                                         
people therefore that stood by                                                  
heard it and said that it thundered and                                         
others said                                                                     
an angel spoke to him and jesus answered                                        
and said the voice came not because of                                          
me but for your sakes                                                           
now that's it's a wonderful illustration                                        
if you're preaching or teaching that to                                         
be able to say                                                                  
this is not the first time there's been                                         
this voice from heaven                                                          
and some uh                                                                     
uh didn't uh didn't didn't get it now                                           
uh in acts 7 there's another thing                                              
often even the scripture references no                                          
it doesn't have that                                                            
so we are going                                                                 
9 is it not in which you have the                                               
previous occasion                                                               
of that um and                                                                  
uh i think though it is going to be                                             
let's go to greek i don't have the exact                                        
reference                                                                       
uh to give there there we go to the                                             
greek                                                                           
but the phonet did not hear                                                     
of him speaking phonet is                                                       
the voice i think it probably has to do                                         
the contradiction here again pardon me                                          
for not having the uh                                                           
exact uh reference here but i think                                             
that it is probably embedded in that                                            
word                                                                            
they they uh                                                                    
they they heard or heard not now let's                                          
see because it may have the same thing                                          



and i may                                                                       
be off here let's just uh                                                       
look up that word phone a                                                       
and see in phonak if we can uh come over                                        
and find                                                                        
uh the axe passage um                                                           
acts seven let's                                                                
steven's sermon so                                                              
he fell to the earth and heard a phone a                                        
saying saul saul why persecute us                                               
thou me and the                                                                 
men which journeyed                                                             
with him stood speechless                                                       
hearing a phone a but seeing                                                    
no man okay they they heard                                                     
they certainly i think uh that uh if i                                          
recall here they saw the light                                                  
but they did not uh they weren't able to                                        
put the                                                                         
light with a man okay so                                                        
hearing a voice uh is                                                           
uh what we've got here now from there                                           
we go to 22 verse 9                                                             
again and uh                                                                    
yeah okay uh hearing a voice and here                                           
i've got you acts uh                                                            
9 verse 7 they heard a voice acts 22                                            
verse 9                                                                         
which speaks of the same account sorry                                          
it took me a while to                                                           
land that plane with you bev but uh acts                                        
22                                                                              
9 they heard not the voice of him                                               
that spake to me uh jesus of nazareth                                           
whom thou                                                                       
persecute us now i think that again                                             
let's go                                                                        
back one more time to acts chapter nine                                         
verse seven the men which journeyed with                                        
him stood                                                                       
speechless hearing a voice                                                      
compared to verse nine heard                                                    
not the voice i think                                                           
that i i think the uh                                                           
actually the reference to john probably                                         
does help us here                                                               
again this is uh john is it 8 43                                                
no treasury of                                                                  
scripture knowledge john 12 29 let's                                            
look at that                                                                    
the people therefore let's back up just                                         
a little bit                                                                    
then there came a phone a a voice from                                          
heaven                                                                          
saying i have both glorified it and                                             
will glorify it again the people                                                
therefore that stood by                                                         
and heard presumably the voice                                                  
said that it thundered and others said                                          
an angel spake jesus answered and said                                          
this                                                                            
voice came not because of me but for                                            



your sake it                                                                    
it looks looks to me like again i would                                         
want to                                                                         
work on these a little more closely if i                                        
was presenting a sermon it looks to me                                          
like                                                                            
they heard noise but they                                                       
they didn't discern the words                                                   
and so here in one account                                                      
luke sang they heard the the sound the                                          
phone a                                                                         
is actually i use the word voice here                                           
and it typically is but phone a is                                              
literally a sound as in you know put the                                        
record on the phonograph remember                                               
um so they heard the                                                            
they heard the noise they heard                                                 
something                                                                       
they didn't some thought it thundered                                           
again to borrow from john                                                       
uh what all they know is hey there's                                            
this                                                                            
something that's happening that's                                               
supernatural but they couldn't tell you                                         
he said saul saul why persecutors thou                                          
me                                                                              
uh if the newspaper interview had come                                          
up after there and said uh                                                      
uh you know tell me what you heard well                                         
we heard of we saw a bright light and                                           
heard of                                                                        
a noise a voice a phone a from heaven                                           
but what did he say i don't know just                                           
just a you know rum                                                             
robber for some reason i just thought of                                        
charlie brown wow wow wow wow                                                   
uh they they weren't able to get                                                
uh the words there as uh greg says                                              
uh here jesus wasn't speaking to anyone                                         
but paul                                                                        
uh and so the others ah i know i know                                           
there's a voice i have no idea what it                                          
says                                                                            
i think if you                                                                  
or we were to very carefully                                                    
parse those out i think that's what we                                          
would get and so on the very surface                                            
level it does look like a contradiction                                         
i think that goes away when we actually                                         
get into the language                                                           
on all of that uh amen                                                          
sue to your comment they need to teach                                          
how scripture                                                                   
interprets scripture not use someone                                            
else's commentary                                                               
that's the reason i like these cross                                            
references is because sometimes they do                                         
give                                                                            
so much light into what into it and                                             
commentaries                                                                    
even mine by the way or my notes                                                
it's it's what i interpret it to be it's                                        



my thoughts on the matter                                                       
maybe it's good maybe it's helpful i                                            
hope it is                                                                      
but it's not the interpretation of the                                          
matter                                                                          
often you know i say when you when you                                          
can't understand scripture what do you                                          
do                                                                              
and then i'll jokingly say you ask the                                          
preacher that's what you do you ask the                                         
theologian                                                                      
that's what you do but the truth is you                                         
search the scriptures                                                           
and you let the scriptures speak to                                             
themselves and they almost always do and                                        
uh you uh come into                                                             
this uh great uh                                                                
great issue like this uh and uh                                                 
it is uh wonderful through                                                      
all of that um looking through uh                                               
some of the uh comments there maybe                                             
there was a                                                                     
audio issue uh somewhere uh                                                     
there like uh                                                                   
let's see how about that i'll just read                                         
that facebook stream is fine today but                                          
youtube                                                                         
screen youtube stream skipped                                                   
shortly after starting video's been                                             
lagging                                                                         
and i                                                                           
it something like that that's my                                                
impersonation of a lagging video uh                                             
okay uh i have a couple of uh questions                                         
that came in in advance that uh                                                 
i need to and want to get to today                                              
and one comes from edith                                                        
and edith says i'm emailing this since                                          
you may want to spend some time                                                 
studying to answer it i have                                                    
been chewing on it                                                              
i'm still not sure that i'm there but                                           
i'm going to go ahead and bring it out                                          
today                                                                           
romans 1 seems to refer to the jews                                             
now let me stop right there                                                     
and say it is my                                                                
belief that the book of romans                                                  
is written to jews i know that's a                                              
little counterintuitive because it says                                         
romans at the top of the page                                                   
but that it is written to jews                                                  
living in rome who have heard                                                   
god is doing something different through                                        
paul                                                                            
and among the gentiles and they're                                              
saying                                                                          
hmm what's up                                                                   
looks like god's doing something                                                
different through paul and through the                                          
gentiles                                                                        
seems to be legit are we supposed to                                            



leave all our judaism and go over there                                         
are they supposed to leave their                                                
gentilism and come over here                                                    
we're confused somebody somebody fill us                                        
in                                                                              
what now does this mean for those of us                                         
who are jews                                                                    
and who believe in jesus as messiah so                                          
he's answering that question he's                                               
filling in the blanks on                                                        
what this new dispensation means                                                
chiefly to the jewish people i think you                                        
know they always say romans 9 10 11 is                                          
about israel i think romans 1 through                                           
16 pretty much is about israel now                                              
the thing is that it does include the                                           
gospel of grace in it                                                           
and and and he is explaining                                                    
how this uh gospel of grace uh                                                  
comes about and uh you know if i can                                            
find it here we're actually working on                                          
i've i've said that i                                                           
needed a chart so i didn't have to keep                                         
doing this and                                                                  
roger helped me out and then we've sent                                         
it on to leonardo to clean it up and                                            
this one's not quite right i sent in an                                         
edit this morning                                                               
uh but god's revelation of transition                                           
uh here uh the book of acts but                                                 
we we probably should put the other uh                                          
books here as well                                                              
uh if we enlarge this uh you've got                                             
this transition in the book of acts from                                        
the gospel of israel to the                                                     
uh the national gospel of israel to the                                         
individual gospel of grace                                                      
and this transition is all in the book                                          
of acts now                                                                     
i i with the edit i want is i don't want                                        
this to start here i want this to start                                         
over here with acts chapter 13                                                  
and there's where it should start going                                         
up and it should go all the way up to                                           
ad70 after the book of acts                                                     
now that means that you've got this                                             
transition                                                                      
time here in which there is this overlap                                        
taking place                                                                    
now let's let's uh uh                                                           
just at random let's put the book of                                            
romans uh let's say right                                                       
right uh right here uh with that then                                           
paul is explaining to people living here                                        
about what's going on down here                                                 
and so there is some overlap of that                                            
message that                                                                    
takes place now to come back                                                    
to uh                                                                           
uh edith uh here our listener says uh                                           
roman seems to romans 1 seems to refer                                          
to the jews i think it does                                                     



and uh uh you know one of the things                                            
that we see i believe it's down in verse                                        
seven yeah he says to all that be in                                            
rome beloved of god                                                             
called saints called to be saints i                                             
think                                                                           
called saints is a good way to go with                                          
that so those                                                                   
beloved of god in rome who are called                                           
saints you know the ones we call saints                                         
that is the the the jewish believers                                            
in the messiah so that's who he's                                               
writing to                                                                      
he doesn't like some other books like                                           
colossians for example he'll say you                                            
know to the to the saints and the                                               
faithful brethren                                                               
romans is to those of you in rome called                                        
saints that is you're of that                                                   
uh uh you're of the                                                             
the red part here you're of the national                                        
gospel of israel                                                                
these are the saints the kingdom is for                                         
you and he says                                                                 
i want to write to you so                                                       
good start now she goes on to say i                                             
think it refers to                                                              
jews especially verses 18 through 23 25                                         
28 31 and 32.                                                                   
uh now let's uh go down in fact let me                                          
before we go down there let me read                                             
the rest this chapter may be true of the                                        
gentiles                                                                        
and again that is very much my position                                         
on romans                                                                       
the whole thing is written to jewish                                            
believers in the messiah                                                        
but they're living under the national                                           
gospel and they're they're not really                                           
sure what's going on with the gentiles                                          
therefore much of what is uh written in                                         
romans                                                                          
is going to be true to the gentiles                                             
um but directly                                                                 
uh aimed at informing the jews                                                  
so she says this uh this uh chapter may                                         
be true of the gentiles but it looks                                            
like it's about the jews chapter two                                            
goes on to talk about them as well                                              
uh in fact uh let me before we go even                                          
into those verses let's just look at                                            
chapter two                                                                     
uh when it                                                                      
says in chapter 2                                                               
uh uh well i've lost the i thought the                                          
verse was right at verse 1 but it's not                                         
but in chapter two it very clearly uh is                                        
talking about the jews as it begins to                                          
speak about the law now and those of you                                        
who are under the law                                                           
paul mentions uh gentiles a few times                                           
but for the most part he seems to be                                            



addressing jews especially                                                      
in chapter 2 verse 17. edith may have                                           
helped me here                                                                  
uh behold thou art called a jew                                                 
and rest us in the law yeah that's the                                          
that's really the theme                                                         
in chapter two very much thou art called                                        
a jew                                                                           
you rest in the law this is who he's uh                                         
talking to and who he's uh                                                      
referring to uh so have you picked up on                                        
this before                                                                     
uh the answer is yes absolutely                                                 
i love it when someone else comes to the                                        
same conclusion that                                                            
i have because it tells me hey we really                                        
were reading the same book i wasn't                                             
didn't have my                                                                  
head in a fog or anything uh there it is                                        
right there                                                                     
so uh what                                                                      
uh we have then                                                                 
let's look at some of these particular                                          
verses that edith                                                               
gives and see could these verses be to                                          
the jew                                                                         
romans chapter 1 verse 18                                                       
says for the wrath of god is revealed                                           
from heaven                                                                     
against all ungodliness and                                                     
unrighteousness of men                                                          
who hold the truth in unrighteousness                                           
now                                                                             
you could say okay unrighteousness of                                           
men                                                                             
that's just men everywhere there's a                                            
truth to that                                                                   
but in that day remember                                                        
that who knew about godliness                                                   
who knew about righteousness only those                                         
who had the revelation of god and the                                           
torah                                                                           
so if the wrath of god is revealed from                                         
heaven against ungodliness and                                                  
righteousness of men                                                            
that is specifically                                                            
the jewish people who know godliness and                                        
righteousness                                                                   
and then it says men who hold the truth                                         
in unrighteousness now the gentiles did                                         
not hold the truth                                                              
so goes on i think this is talking about                                        
the jews                                                                        
because that which may be known of god                                          
is manifest in them                                                             
in the jews what advantage hath the jew                                         
great in every way                                                              
chiefly to them were given the oracles                                          
of god                                                                          
they are the ones that god has manifest                                         
himself in them                                                                 
god hath showed it to them for the                                              



invisible things                                                                
of him from the creation of the world                                           
are clearly seen being understood by the                                        
things that are made even his eternal                                           
power                                                                           
and godhead so that they are without                                            
excuse uh because that when they knew                                           
god they glorified him not as god                                               
neither were they thankful again did the                                        
gentiles even                                                                   
know god now maybe he's just speaking                                           
in a general sense going back uh pre                                            
abraham and he could be                                                         
and and i don't think you do great                                              
harm to this passage of scripture if you                                        
say hey everybody knows god                                                     
i think however uh if you let this                                              
scripture just speak for itself                                                 
it's to whom has god made himself                                               
manifest                                                                        
it's the jewish people and this directly                                        
relates to                                                                      
paul saying hey jews let me tell you                                            
what is going on                                                                
uh and here he starts out uh really                                             
talking about                                                                   
uh the uh the the jewish people                                                 
then uh as it is uh who                                                         
professing to be wise became fools and                                          
changed the glory of an un incorruptable                                        
god into the image                                                              
uh of like a corruptable man                                                    
the the jews actually did this um                                               
and uh it uh very much uh                                                       
goes on and could be completely                                                 
describing the position of the jewish                                           
nation                                                                          
right from the beginning um                                                     
let's uh jump down and take maybe uh                                            
uh a uh another verse here                                                      
uh yeah so here's all these                                                     
you know uh haters of god and                                                   
disrespectful without understanding                                             
covenant breakers well who's got a                                              
covenant                                                                        
god didn't make a a covenant with the                                           
gentiles other than                                                             
perhaps the noahic covenant and that was                                        
the                                                                             
you know i'm not going to flood and that                                        
was a one-sided covenant so man can't                                           
break                                                                           
that covenant the noah covenant so                                              
covenant breakers again                                                         
there's no covenant to the gentiles uh                                          
without natural affliction and uh                                               
implacable unmerciful who knowing the                                           
judgment of god                                                                 
now again this is the jewish people                                             
when you take these things very                                                 
precisely                                                                       
now you know what this means edith from                                         



west plains missouri                                                            
it means that um                                                                
christian preachers have taken                                                  
romans the wrong direction                                                      
from chapter one and if that's the case                                         
then they fail to to to                                                         
grasp the real meaning of the book of                                           
romans                                                                          
uh and i you know does that mean                                                
uh edith and i are right and the vast                                           
majority of christian preachers down                                            
through the ages are wrong                                                      
well if edith from west plains missouri                                         
holds this then i do too                                                        
don't you all agree obviously we                                                
question the assumptions                                                        
we go into it but                                                               
christian society christendom d umb as                                          
we often say                                                                    
uh got got it wrong                                                             
i i think it could be uh                                                        
is that a little scary when we're                                               
totally                                                                         
uh at odds with the way with the                                                
interpretation of the christian world                                           
yeah it's a little scary should we take                                         
that with fear and trepidation                                                  
yeah we we don't want to just uh you                                            
know uh                                                                         
dive in headlong or rush rush where                                             
angels fear to tread                                                            
uh there's reason to have uh some                                               
uh respect for the council of old and                                           
look to that and say okay what am i                                             
missing                                                                         
where did i go wrong or where did they                                          
go wrong                                                                        
but edith i think that there is                                                 
great reason to believe uh                                                      
that that you're exactly right that                                             
romans chapter one                                                              
uh belongs to or is specifically about                                          
the jews now again                                                              
because it is this period of some                                               
overlap                                                                         
uh i think that because of that yeah                                            
there's                                                                         
some of this is going to apply to uh                                            
both of those and i appreciate that                                             
okay a little over time but it's friday                                         
let's just keep going                                                           
and uh see uh ginty's question                                                  
and uh it is second timothy chapter 2                                           
verse 12                                                                        
is salvation dependent upon our                                                 
endurance                                                                       
this is one of those before we read the                                         
the question or the scriptures excuse me                                        
we know that we have some boundaries and                                        
one of those boundaries is the very                                             
clearly                                                                         
stated aspect of our                                                            



individual salvation and here i'd be                                            
talking completely over in that                                                 
blue side is that blue the individual                                           
gospel of grace that                                                            
is saved by grace through                                                       
faith not of works one of our boundaries                                        
is if a passage of scripture seems to be                                        
saying                                                                          
that salvation depends upon endurance                                           
endurance is work so i'm almost embedded                                        
in that word there                                                              
therefore we would have to say that's                                           
the wrong interpretation of the                                                 
scripture                                                                       
so what does that what is that scripture                                        
then saying or to whom is that scripture                                        
applying                                                                        
now with that again that's just the                                             
boundary that we take                                                           
going into it we're going to question                                           
our boundary but let's also                                                     
use that to say okay i think i'm going                                          
to have to go a different direction here                                        
what is it second timothy chapter 2                                             
verse 12 then says                                                              
if we suffer we shall also reign with                                           
him                                                                             
if we deny him he will deny us                                                  
now that scripture in and of itself                                             
seems to say for standard evangelicalism                                        
today                                                                           
salvation is dependent upon our                                                 
endurance the                                                                   
reigning with him is                                                            
i don't know how you could take it any                                          
other way other than you're saved                                               
if you don't reign with him you're cast                                         
out you know into the outer darkness                                            
whatever you want to                                                            
whatever you would put there uh you you                                         
end up denying him                                                              
he ends up denying you and you've lost                                          
your salvation or you never had it to                                           
begin with                                                                      
uh whichever side of the evangelical                                            
coin they want to spend on that one                                             
is where that would have to go now uh                                           
the question is                                                                 
is there another option here so if                                              
we suffer we shall also                                                         
reign with him well                                                             
again uh the calvinist point of view is                                         
that you and i                                                                  
ginty are future kings of the universe                                          
and                                                                             
because we're a child of the king we're                                         
going to                                                                        
reign with him we are you know you're                                           
going                                                                           
to reign in uh uh finland and i'm going                                         
by the way it'd probably be an                                                  
improvement on both both counts wouldn't                                        



it                                                                              
uh but uh this is                                                               
the sort of the understanding that you                                          
know we in the body of christ                                                   
we're someday going to reign with him                                           
but what if you go back and question                                            
that assumption                                                                 
and you say wait a minute another one of                                        
my boundaries                                                                   
is that the body of christ is                                                   
unrelated completely to the kingdom of                                          
god                                                                             
the kingdom of god is                                                           
a national gospel of israel                                                     
we are over here in the individual                                              
gospel of grace                                                                 
and we saved in the individual gospel of                                        
grace                                                                           
are not part of the national gospel of                                          
israel                                                                          
so reigning is part of the national                                             
gospel of israel                                                                
so could paul be talking about                                                  
jewish people jewish messianic                                                  
believers part of the kingdom who are                                           
going to reign                                                                  
in the kingdom like james and john you                                          
know good could i have                                                          
the right side and you have the left                                            
side whatever remember that conversation                                        
with their mother                                                               
uh and reign with him                                                           
could we could we do it now then we'd                                           
say okay                                                                        
well this is this is to uh second                                               
timothy you say wait do you know                                                
romans through philemon that's ours                                             
romans through philemon it's ours i read                                        
it on a meme romans through philemon                                            
maybe you should rightly divide romans                                          
through philemon                                                                
and we would take that then and say                                             
paul is a jew                                                                   
does he give up his inheritance to the                                          
kingdom                                                                         
because of his duty because of his                                              
christianity i don't think so                                                   
so he retains again                                                             
this national gospel of israel which he                                         
is able to live in                                                              
at the same time being able to hold to                                          
the                                                                             
individual gospel of grace and                                                  
uh so some of the things he's going to                                          
write                                                                           
are going to be to the national gospel                                          
some to the individual gospel                                                   
some to the kingdom some to the church                                          
the church is not the kingdom the church                                        
has nothing to do with the kingdom                                              
so if we separate those then we                                                 
say well because he talks about reigning                                        



with him he's got to therefore                                                  
be talking about the national gospel                                            
but why is this in pauline writings                                             
well this is paul to timothy paul was a                                         
jew timothy was a jew                                                           
here he says we uh we                                                           
paul timothy we jews if we suffer we                                            
shall reign with him if we                                                      
deny him he will deny us this is what                                           
happened to the jewish people by the way                                        
and if we believe not which again the                                           
did this uh if uh we believe                                                    
not yet he abideth uh                                                           
faithful uh let me see here i want to                                           
um see                                                                          
okay um i thought i had a greek example                                         
but i don't hear                                                                
if we believe not he abideth faithful he                                        
cannot deny himself he is going to come                                         
through and he is going to provide a                                            
remnant for the jewish nation he is                                             
going to be faithful to the promises                                            
to abraham he can't do that i think                                             
verses 12 and 13                                                                
fit so perfectly with the jewish nation                                         
now uh                                                                          
if                                                                              
in                                                                              
if we take uh here's a little example                                           
uh uh we                                                                        
being the jews could we find a ye                                               
verse 6 wherefore i put thee                                                    
in remembrance that thou stir up the                                            
gift of god                                                                     
which is put in the now that's that's                                           
we thee but i would want to follow that                                         
uh through what i would love to find is                                         
a ye                                                                            
and i don't think there is but let's uh                                         
let's see if there's                                                            
a u uh here                                                                     
u which is of course plural                                                     
um and uh                                                                       
that jumped us to titus uh                                                      
yeah it's not uh showing up there uh                                            
what we'll have to do a little bit of                                           
further study to see if can we find that                                        
paul is talking about a we and a yi in                                          
ephesians and galatians for example                                             
very clear we ye can we find that in                                            
timothy                                                                         
a that two-second search from the                                               
english language didn't find it but that                                        
uh doesn't really mean                                                          
too much at this point other than it                                            
wasn't simple to find but                                                       
uh it is uh possibly there if we could                                          
do that that would strengthen our case                                          
to say uh once again that when we're                                            
in second uh timothy chapter 2 verse 12                                         
that the we here who are suffering are                                          
the we who are part of this national                                            



gospel of israel                                                                
and if they endure they will reign                                              
and that aligns with everything jesus                                           
said                                                                            
and it aligns with everything the book                                          
of revelation said                                                              
that that verse fits perfectly                                                  
in the kingdom gospel it wrecks havoc                                           
with the grace gospel so i think we've                                          
got to develop a                                                                
case and hopefully we can develop a very                                        
good case in which we say                                                       
second timothy chapter 2 verse 12 is                                            
about                                                                           
not about the individual gospel but                                             
about the national gospel of                                                    
israel and once again we'll get that                                            
edit on that uh chart there and then                                            
we'll uh                                                                        
in our new publishing ministry be able                                          
to publish that on a little card that                                           
we'll send out in your next book order                                          
and uh uh have that you can keep it in                                          
your bible and uh                                                               
uh when you're reading romans through                                           
finalement you can say oh look i gotta                                          
look at this translation transition or                                          
the book of acts i gotta                                                        
see the transition where is it and be a                                         
constant reminder to you and i hope a                                           
beautiful one indeed um                                                         
uh through all of that okay                                                     
thank you uh                                                                    
the uh the uh desert mom this will be                                           
the last question of the day because                                            
we're out of time                                                               
uh and uh i don't know i think my                                               
controller up                                                                   
uh who's shutting the thing off in a                                            
moment he's got a                                                               
appointment so i i would have to                                                
broadcast all day                                                               
because i don't know how to shut the                                            
thing off this is the problem with                                              
getting good technology and someone who                                         
knows how to run it                                                             
is all of a sudden i'm just helpless                                            
but the question uh was second                                                  
thessalonians chapter                                                           
um verses 6 through 8                                                           
the the one that withhold that he might                                         
be revealed us                                                                  
revealed in his time uh the question is                                         
who is                                                                          
the restrainer down here                                                        
uh in he who now letteth                                                        
will be let until he is taken out of the                                        
way                                                                             
i will uh uh                                                                    
pick up we had this question in a                                               
different format a few weeks ago                                                
and i'm not sure of the date uh and                                             



nathan's working on getting our search                                          
function back up so we can find those                                           
but                                                                             
i think we did work on making a pretty                                          
good argument that                                                              
michael the archangel is actually the                                           
restrainer                                                                      
this sunday i am going to be preaching                                          
on the war                                                                      
in heaven let me tie that in together                                           
uh for this sunday's sermon that would                                          
be uh                                                                           
july the uh what july the 26                                                    
2020 if you're watching the reruns of                                           
this uh so                                                                      
find the the uh revelation preaching                                            
series the behold preaching series                                              
uh for july the 26th and i'll put that                                          
in there                                                                        
i think the restrainer maybe not the                                            
holy spirit                                                                     
maybe not the church as we've always                                            
heard but                                                                       
maybe michael the archangel uh and                                              
uh let's flesh that out a little bit and                                        
do some study on that and i                                                     
appreciate again all of you and uh                                              
let me uh before i close out uh just uh                                         
remind you                                                                      
that at dispensational publishing 20                                            
off all books go to dispensational                                              
publishing click that little link there                                         
they are                                                                        
they all uh come on sale uh so many uh                                          
good ones maybe you want a                                                      
inexpensive book like the israel of god                                         
or you want that uh                                                             
bollinger concordance uh and uh saved 20                                        
on that the election heist that one                                             
actually hadn't even come out yet                                               
uh and uh you want to get that it's uh                                          
on uh                                                                           
i think it comes out uh very quickly                                            
about august the third                                                          
uh so many uh good books uh that                                                
you can look at you can just file                                               
through all those pages and uh                                                  
see uh some good things the scofield                                            
bible or the life of                                                            
ci scofield it's all on sale                                                    
uh the book of galatians all there                                              
strong's exhaustive concordance whatever                                        
it is you say hey i can save 20 percent                                         
i just as well spend 30                                                         
more than i ever would have in the                                              
beginning oh excuse me uh                                                       
thinking like my wife it's a blessing to                                        
have each one of you thanks for being                                           
with us                                                                         
look it's looking good isn't it it's                                            
about to open up                                                                
be here on monday for that one                                                  



and you have a delightful weekend sunday                                        
we'll have the                                                                  
book of acts god's revelation of                                                
transition                                                                      
and the book of revelation and i look                                           
forward to seeing you there 9 45                                                
and 11 a.m mountain time                                                        
randywhiteministries.org                                                        
dispensationalpublishing.com you all are                                        
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


